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Executive Summary
• In March of 2015 I started designing a
replacement horn for the MiniBooNE horn that
would have a higher neutrino flux and continue
the work of the new BNB experiments
• It was too expensive to reconfigure the shielding
and collimator at MI-12 so that geometry was a
hard constraint
• New horn meant longer than the old horn
– Lots of new design challenges
– I think we solved all the big ones

• I just found out last week that the replacement
horn has been tabled indefinitely
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Things to cover
• Zarko Pavlovic’s optimization of the horn geometry and
current
• The basic horn design
The pictures that follow
– Stress analysis leading to spiders

• The fatigue analysis
–
–
–
–
–

show an evolving design that
isn’t finished yet.

The fatigue tool
Results on the MiniBooNE horn
Difficulty in getting to 250 KA
Impact of changing the frequency
Domed vs. flat heads

• Details of the horn design

– Hatch/coffin constraints from MI-12 leading to splitting off a
new Service Module
– The kinematic connection
– The remotely clamped stripline
– Remote QD on water supply and return
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From Zarko Pavlovic’s
presentation on 2/10/15

Comparing optimized configs
•

Two steps
1. Fit using fast MC - tests 10s of thousands of parameter
configurations per fit
• Tracking pions through magnetic field and weighting by
probability to produce event in detector
• Genetic algorithm
2. Full BNB MC (tuned to HARP hadron production
measurement) with best fit geometry

•

Ran larger number of fits, now generating full MC and
sorting out data

What Zarko learned
• Maximizing the flux always caused the
optimization to push to the length limit for the
horn and the current limit
• A two horn system would double the flux
compared to MiniBooNE, but presented many
other problems
• The horn power supply introduced limits in
maximum voltage and frequency
• We developed designs of different lengths
leading up to the 3.5m horn shown here

Original version of the 3.5m horn with segmentation similar to MiniBooNE horn

The goal was to try to reuse as many parts from the
original MiniBooNE horn as possible, especially on
the US end, as they have all been tested in service.
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Deflection of the MiniBooNE Inner Conductor under its own weight

I assumed the OC held both ends of the IC
rigidly. (Probably not too bad an
assumption.)

Deflection exaggerated

Maximum deflection is .0022 inches
(insignificant)
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Deflection of the 3.5m Horn Inner Conductor under its own weight

This is the natural
place to put a spider

Again I assumed the OC holds the IC rigidly.
Maximum deflection is .019 inches, almost 10X of
MiniBooNE.
Not so insignificant. This, and the natural frequencies
shown on the next slide, were the reasons to add a
spider to the 3.5m horn.

Deflection exaggerated
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Normal Modes and Natural Frequencies of the MiniBooNE and 3.5m ICs
MiniBooNE
Normal Mode

Natural Frequency

F1

84.45 Hz

F2

84.83 Hz

F3

322.51 Hz

F4

323.32 Hz

F5

388.67 Hz

F6

517.70 Hz

F7

3.5m BNB horn
Normal Mode

Natural Frequency

F1

27.66 Hz

F2

27.70 Hz

F3

133.58 Hz

F4

133.82 Hz

F5

228.53 Hz

F6

277.34 Hz

532.57 Hz

F7

277.76 Hz

F8

540.85 Hz

F8

415.11 Hz

F9

955.38 Hz

F9

415.50 Hz

F10

960.33 Hz

F10

633.06 Hz

I think the
degeneracy in the
sets of frequencies
for the first through
4th modes is just an
FEA artifact.

The fundamental is the one to be concerned with
the most because it is the first to be excited. The
longer horn has a much lower fundamental.
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Talk on the CNGS horns from NBI2006
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Section showing all the spiders

I adapted the CNGS spider design
because I liked its low mass. I
changed the wires from SS to
aluminum to avoid the galvanic
corrosion issue. I calculated the
stiffness of the spider compared
to the IC and it was
much higher, exactly
what you want from
a spider.
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Section through the adjuster caps
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Close-up of aluminum wires around grooves in the IC
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Section through an adjuster showing the ceramic plug

I’m working with EVAC to
understand why their
NW100 clamp models don’t
fit NW100 flanges

The cermic plug provides the voltage hold-off between
the inner and outer conductors.
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Section view looking upstream showing pipe interferences with the new spiders

This side shows
original
placement
where the two
lower pipes
interfere with
the new spider
cap.

This side shows
a new
temporary
layout of where
to put pipes to
avoid
interference
with the spiders.
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This is the slide from the original MiniBooNE stress analysis that
shows the equation the fatigue analysis spreadsheet was based on.

Expression for combined stress
●

Maximum Distortion Energy Theory
provides an expression for comparing
combined principal normal triaxial
stresses to yield stress in uniaxial
tension
» We assumed this expression was valid
comparing combined stress with uniaxial
fatigue maximum stress limit
» Sallow ³ {[(S1-S2)2+(S2-S3)2+(S3-S1)2]/2}.5

BARTOSZEK ENGINEERING
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FEA fatigue analyses
• Original stress map from MiniBooNE
– no thickening in weld region

• New stress maps for 175kA, 5 and 15 Hz for the
MiniBooNE horn
– final IC geometry with thickened weld

• 3.5 m Horn, 3 mm IC, 175kA-250kA, 5Hz-15Hz
• 3.5 m Horn, 4 mm IC, 175kA-250kA, 5Hz-15Hz
• I don’t know where the welds are yet, so the 3.5 m
horn graphs are for no welding anywhere
• This analysis uses a 2D axisymetric model, but could
easily be made 3D for non-axisymmetric horns
– I want to use it on a stiffened T2K horn 2 inner conductor
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Original MiniBooNE Horn ca 1999, 175 kA, 5 Hz, no thickening in welds

This is the graph that motivated weld region thickening. In
1999, I did not rerun the analysis after thickening the weld.
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MiniBooNE Horn, 175 kA, 5 Hz, modeled by Zhijing in 2015

There are many
more elements in
the new analysis.

Neck: 1076-1135, 1775-4283, 4547-4563, 4920-4973
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MiniBooNE Horn, 175 kA, 15 Hz, modeled by Zhijing in 2015

Increasing the frequency makes
minor changes to the stress.
MiniBooNE can run at 15 Hz.

Neck: 1076-1135, 1775-4283, 4547-4563, 4920-4973
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BNB 3.5m Horn, 3mm IC, 175 kA, 5 Hz, modeled by Zhijing

neck: 11656-12468
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BNB 3.5m Horn, 3mm IC, 250 kA, 5 Hz, modeled by Zhijing

neck: 11656-12468
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BNB 3.5m Horn, 4mm IC, 250 kA, 5 Hz, modeled by Zhijing

The neck is mostly above the
allowable stress. To make this
work, it needs to be thicker still.

neck: 423-1110, 8841-9872, 11348-11372
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Conclusions from this analysis
• MiniBooNE should be allowed to run at 15 Hz
– The analysis even assumed a lower, more
conservative cooling than tests showed

• The flat head, 3.5 m BNB horn with the 3 mm
thick IC works at 175 kA, 5 and 15 Hz
– It does not work at 250 kA
– Welds need to be identified

• The 4 mm thick IC is still not thick enough to
work at 250 kA
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Flat vs Domed Head Conclusions
• The flat head, 3.5 m BNB horn with the 3 mm
thick IC works at 175 kA, 5 and 15 Hz
– It exceeds allowables just barely at 210 kA, 5 Hz,
and less so at 15 Hz
– Can’t explain why the curves change at 210.
– It does not work at 250 kA
– Welds need to be identified

• The domed head, 3 mm thick IC, works all the
way up to 210 kA, 15 Hz, but not at 250 kA
– It outperforms the flat head horn (no welding yet)
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Operating Limits

The red dot in the middle
shows that the total relative
gain in flux at an operating
current of 200 KA and an
average frequency of 10 Hz is
a factor of 2.03 over
MiniBooNE now.

Maximum Operating Limits
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This is Zarko’s plot that
attempted to find a “sweet
spot” for running the new
horn in a way that didn’t
overstress the power supply
or exceed the fatigue limit of
the horn. The 3.5m horn has
a higher inductance, so the PS
can’t run at the same
frequency as the MB horn for
the same current.
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The MiniBooNE horn in the vault

The horn in its horn box fit into the coffin so there was
no need to split the service module from the horn box.
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The MiniBooNE horn in its coffin
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The 2.5m horn in the vault

The target does not have to move for the 2.5m horn, but
the horn and the stripline do not fit into the original coffin.
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The 2.5m horn in the coffin

Interface plane
where remote
connects would be

This picture shows that the horn has to
be split into two segments, the horn
box and service module so that each
one is short enough to fit into a coffin.
The new coffins can be smaller than the
original for each segment.
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The 3.5m horn in the vault
The shutter blocks need to close around
the stripline to reduce the open
aperture for backscattered radiation.

The target moves upstream to allow the 3.5m horn room
US of the collimator. I’ve shortened the striplines to
attach them at the original location in the upstream area.

(The inner conductor is
not finished in this model.)
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The 3.5m horn in the coffin

Interface plane
where remote
connects would be

The service module in this case is
longer than in the 2.5m horn case.
In every case so far the length of
the beams in the horn box bottom
has been kept the same as in the
MiniBooNE horn box. The cover
length has changed. This is just
temporary.

The interface plane shown is within the z length of
the big shutter blocks. This means the remote
connects cannot be wide horizontally so that the
shutter blocks can still close. Where the cover is
shown is the full width of the horn box, so this can’t
extend into the shutter area.
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Block diagram of the sub-systems split at the interface between segments
Service module

Horn box

Supply cooling water
Upper Ground striplines
Upper HV striplines
horn
Target supply air

target

Target return air
Lower HV striplines
Lower Ground striplines
Drain cooling water

Connections
at US wall of
MI-12

Interface
remote
disconnects

The target is cantilevered into
the horn so must be aligned and
supported from the horn box.

Each one of the remote disconnects
needs an actuator going through
the service module to operate it
from the US end of the vault.
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Test view of 3.5m horn in coffin lifted out or into the hall

This picture shows that if crane limits were not an issue and
we could make the coffins heavier, the 3.5m horn is still too
long to be able to lower it through the hatch in one segment.

(The plumbing shown is too long,
but the stripline air duct
cowlings are in the right places.)
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T2K horn 1 on its module
All remote disconnects are
operated from up here

Horizontal interface plane
with all the remote quick
disconnects

Horn and target

Striplines
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Rendering of the NuMI remote stripline clamp (used in LBNF and T2K)
Stripline that stays
with the module
Notice how much wider the
clamp needs to be on the side
with the actuator? This would
either stick up or down in the
BNB configuration.

Stripline that
stays with horn

These links allow the clamp to hang and move horizontally
to give flexibility in positioning while tightening the clamp.
Works fine when the interface plane is horizontal.

I could not make the NuMI style
stripline clamp fit in the space available.
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Drawing of a stripline joint at the US end of the MiniBooNE horn box

This design
does use
Belleville
washers but
they don’t
push on
ceramics.
There is a
tricky bit
right here.

This design was the inspiration for the clamp design that follows. I
struggled with how to uniformly clamp plates of different widths,
then I saw what was done in this drawing (and was amazed.)
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Close-up of the upper stripline clamp on the Service Module
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Section view through new design of the stripline clamp
Clamp pivot bar
pivots on a single pin

RH thread

Open gear box
to drive
turnbuckle nut

LH thread
Pairs of 2.5” x 1.5”thick
bars being pulled together
by the turnbuckle nut

Clamps are designed to compress with 10 tons (20,000lbs) of force.
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Beam Right Actuation rotations

Right hand thread is the
upper one. Lower one is
left handed.

Turning the Beam Right worm clockwise
causes the clamp to loosen.
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Beam Left Actuation rotations

Turning the Beam Left worm clockwise
causes the clamp to tighten.

The actuator shafts have to be driven
opposite each other to tighten or loosen
the clamp if the worms are both RH.

I can see if LH worms are
available if necessary.
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Service module holding the stripline clamps

Kinematic mount between
the SM and horn box

The clamp gear boxes
are bolted to the
Service Module. The
gear boxes support the
weight of the whole
clamp, not the stripline.

Kinematic mounts between the
SM and horn box
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View of a single clamp

Tapped holes
that support
the clamp

The weight of everything in this picture
is 104 lbs, and it is all supported by the
tapped holes from the Service Module
structure.

This ceramic is supported
by the SM stripline
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Exploded view of a clamp
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Something I finally understood about the pusher ceramics
Suppose the pusher ceramics
can bend the plates apart by
a total of 1/8”. The middle
two plates on the service
module (left) side cannot
move towards each other
because of the ceramic in
between them,
So the upper and lower
plates on the left side move
up and down by .125”.
On the right side, the middle
pusher ceramic is pushing
upper and lower pairs of
plates apart. If the upper
and lower pairs move by
1/16”, then the gap between
mating plates is ideally 1/16”
between each set.

The stroke of the
clamp could be as
small as .25” but it
was designed for .5”
1/8”

1/16”

1/16”

1/16”

1/8”

1/16”

The implication of this is that
the pushers on the right side
have to exert twice as much
force to achieve the same
deflection as the left side.
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Getting access to the actuator rod that comes out behind the stripline elbow

Universal joints offset the actuator shaft
by 6.5” to allow a torque wrench to be
attached to the shaft. If the shaft came
out right behind the stripline there
wouldn’t be room to get a wrench on it.

All water pipes have tool sleeves around them for US connection
and disconnection, just like the T2K remote water disconnects.
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Rails in the MI-12 enclosure to install the Service Module

The SM is shown 8 feet back from its final
position. The tricky part is knowing what I
have to mount the rails on.

The SM is lowered by crane to this position, on vee
groove rails for alignment to the horn box.
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View showing the Service Module after insertion

The reason you want the horn box aligned before
the SM goes on is because that raises it and gives
the most clearance for the beam stiffening the rail.

The rails and cam followers allow the
beam pipe to be carefully inserted into
the target region.
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View showing lots of interferences with US air dam plates and attachment angles
It was decided to support the target
from the horn box, but I kept the
beam line and instrumentation
together supported by the SM to
avoid a vacuum remote disconnect.

This needs a lot
of reworking yet

Need to mount the cam followers
correctly. (They are just placed
around the CG.)
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Current version of the horn with segmentation similar to original MiniBooNE horn

3 piece inner conductor—HV half shells bolted on (not shown)
G Half shells also bolted on, (not shown)
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Section showing HV half shell connection to IC

Kris Anderson
suggested
eliminating these
bolts.
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The Ground Half Shell connection to the OC

All these bolts could
be eliminated too.
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A new proposed inner conductor made from two pieces, integral half shells

HV half shells forged
onto Part 1
Making the end cap and Part 2
of the IC into one forged piece
is not controversial to me.

We have not discussed these new forged shapes with
Scot Forge yet. If there is no problem with these
forging ideas, the ceramic ring lifting fixture will have
to be redesigned because it interferes with the new
forged half shells.
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Section view showing half shell forged onto Part 1

Since we already did the FEA, I did not
thin this area down. It was made
thicker as a weld prep. If we do this,
it could be contoured differently.
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Ground half shells forged onto the OC
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Section view showing connections inside horn box

This is a very preliminary design of the target
support. It was a struggle to find space for
the load path holding up the target.
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External view, no section
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Close-up section of US end of horn
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Conclusion
• We did a lot of work to improve the flux of the
BNB line with a new, longer horn
• There are many things still to do, such as
redesigning the horn box support/adjustment
module for the longer horn
• I hope some of you can use the ideas we
developed in your own horn projects
• I had to leave out so much. See me for
anything you’re interested in.
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